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DESCRIPTION OF THE BOOK THE KEY TO LOVE : A TEACHING FROM THE
BEINGS OF LIGHT FOR AN ENLIGHTENED REALITY ON EARTH
"The beliefs you hold are your jailers or your wings to freedom. Your beliefs are
like the ultimate witness to your life. The witness that then is able to say "I told you
so" when your endeavors predictably align with your beliefs. And so it is best to
manipulate your beliefs to include your True Potential as the most Loving,
engaged and charismatic Teachers through time have spoken of... you have the
potential to dream as big as the God that is your origin. What need hold you from
your Life's fullest expression? Why would One allow the limitation experience of
your ancestors be your own limitation as well? This unquestioned acceptance of
limitation must cease now, so that the New World is free to be revealed. You live
as the Being you imagine you are. Imagination is the powerhouse of your inner
God when aligned to Truth, Oneness and Source."-Chapter VI, Section 77.The
Key To Love, A Manual For An Enlightened Reality On EarthCome on a journey
with the Beings of Light as they share their view of humanity and the Earth from a
higher dimension, helping us to remember that we are not separate individuals but
part of "everything." In fact we are card carrying members of "All That Is!" When
we know this we have The Key to Love and the whole Earth is affected.The
Beings of Light have asked that The Key to Love be read together out loud as
once voice in synchronized breath. This book is perfect for individuals, couples
and groups to: Step into your higher human potential and reveal your
magnificence.Experience your True expanded Self Identity.Bring Light, which is
True Healing to Humanity and the Earth.Learn about Ascension,which is like
graduation from the school of Earth.Deepen your relationship(s) by reading
together daily.The Key To Love opens the door to a Higher Life... a Heavenly Life
by living as One on Earth... not only for your own upliftment but for the very
survival of humanity."I really love The Key To Love, it is very inspirational. The
Beings of Light are always so focused on the goal. The complete focus on
ONENESS helps me to see beyond my doubts and feel like the path is there even
when I am not seeing it. I feel like I have had a breakthrough, my consciousness
has been changed. Thank You!" Clay"Hope's transmission is so fertile, accessible
and inviting, even enticing. The wisdom has penetrated me through a morning
practice of reading a few pages at a time (I am on my third pass!). I feel the
sacredness, with an urgency for me to interpret and assimilate the teachings into
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my own conception of the universe emerging into love." Ruven"This book is
experiential, and thus it has a deep transformative quality and ability, I can feel it
on a frequency level, it goes right to the core. Almost as if God's energy came
down and is standing on Earth with us, creating ripples to transform the whole
world." Jody
THE KEY TO LOVE: A TEACHING FROM THE BEINGS OF LIGHT FOR AN
The Key To Love, A Manual For An Enlightened Reality On Earth Come on a
journey with the Beings of Light as they share their view of humanity and the Earth
from a higher dimension, helping us to remember that we are not separate
individuals but part of "everything." The Key To Love, A Teaching from The
Beings Of Light for an Enlightened Reality on Earth, is a received teaching. It
invites you to step into the viewpoint of Oneness. It offers a view of humanity and
the Earth from a higher dimensional reality. The Key to Love: A Teaching from the
Beings of Light for an Enlightened Reality on Earth: Mauran, Hope Ives
(9781935905776): Free Delivery at Eden.co.uk. Earth school is like being in a
simulated reality on the Holodeck of the Star Trek TV show. Each of us views this
reality differently…. We exist in a spectrum of light in which there are many
dimensions and each dimension has a spin on what reality is. The Secrets to
Walking a Spiritual Path Written by Jafree Ozwald www.EnlightenedBeings.com
"The Universe has billions of ways to keep us humbleand fascinated all at the
same time." ~Mike Pearson The spiritual being that you already are is already
awakened, already conscious, already empowered, and already eternally free.
Magenta Pixie has been in communication with a collective group of 'light beings'
or a 'higher self aspect' since 1993. She affectionately refers to these beings as
'The White Winged Collective Consciousness of Nine' or simply 'The Nine'. A
being working in tandem with Spirit - a veritable bridge between Heaven and Earth
- gives with power and potency. Sadhguru's life is a good demonstration of this.
Enlightened at a young age, he gave up his burgeoning public works construction
business for the spiritual life. Table of Contents. Sorted by date: Entertainment or
Celebrating Life; The 7 Secrets for Generating Enlightened Sperm; 3 Signs of
Spiritual Awakening Allegedly, while being with Papaji, he confirmed him to be
enlightened. But this can't be confirmed from his videos or books. In 2013 he
confessed publicly of not being enlightened and he stopped teaching for an
indeterminate time. Treasury of Quotes for Teachers.. "Teachers who love
teaching, teach children to love learning.". "Good teaching is forever being on the
cutting edge of a child. The Key To Love: A Teaching from The Beings Of Light for
an Enlightened Reality on Earth by Hope Ives Mauran "The beliefs you hold are
your jailers or your wings to freedom. Your beliefs are like the ultimate witness to
your life. The spiritual realms that are currently hidden from the people on earth
will be opened up for everyone to see. Paul wrote of the "manifestation of Jesus'
appearance" (2 Thes 2:8). He was explaining that the spiritual dimensions will
open and be visible to everyone on earth. In Mahayana Buddhism, the idea of
practice is that of the bodhisattva, the enlightened being who remains in the
phenomenal world to bring all to enlightenment. The bodhisattva ideal is more
than altruism; it reflects the reality that none of us is separate. The curriculum of
The Enlightened Empath School helps release limitations and rise to the
challenge of being the true you. Each month will have a primary theme supported
by lecture, group discussion, guided meditations, self-healing energy practices,
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recommended readings, and access to the class recording. In the Ascended
Master Teachings, Ascended Masters are believed to be spiritually enlightened
beings who in past incarnations were ordinary humans, but who have undergone
a series of spiritual transformations originally called initiations.
HOPE IVES MAURAN
Following the Buddha's Footsteps Instilling Goodness School City of Ten
Thousand Buddhas Talmage, CA 95481 INTRODUCTION TO BUDDHISM. As a
child, Siddhartha the Buddha, was troubled by some of the same thoughts that
children today have. Being enlightened is not a special state of mind; it is the
mind's and heart's freedom from all clinging which gives rise to an awareness of
all human experience without a notion of identity separate from the world around
us. Mantras show us we are manifestors, cocreators of our reality. Releasing
stress, pain and fear is the only way to create spaces for joy, love and light to fill.
We study our lives, we pare back, simplify and declutter. The Breakthrough
Experience was created to help you transcend your rigid opinions and birth love,
and then dissolve your next opinions and birth love, and keep expanding as a
human being. Whatever you love turns into what you would most love it to be.
Bringers of the Dawn imparts to us the wisdom of the Pleiadians, enlightened
beings who have come to Earth to help us reach a new stage of evolution.
Startling, intense, intelligent, and controversial, these teachings offer essential
reading for anyone questioning his or her existence on this planet and the
direction of our collective consciousness. The second noble truth is the causes of
ill-being, the thoughts and actions that put us on the path leading to ill-being. the
third noble truth is well-being, the cessation of ill-being. The fourth noble truth is
the path leading to well-being, the noble eightfold path. regarding the reality of
ETs, the coming Earth changes, and the coming evacuation.. told that the
enlightened ones, also known as "light workers," are a group. IMAGERY ABOUT
ENLIGHTENMENT, g. the illusory world, worlds Tagged chart image print artwork,
mandala, medicine wheel, native american, perfect pure world land, vajrayana
enlightened beings 1 Comment Lately I've been fascinated by the Earth Wisdom
(Native American) Medicine Wheel. The Spiritual Hierarchy of Earth / The Great
White Brotherhood The Ascended Masters comprise what is known as the
"Spiritual Hierarchy of Earth", also known as the "Great White Brotherhood",
though the latter is a potentially misleading name in that Ascended Masters are
not all male, and not all white - in fact Caucasian Masters are. The spiritual being
that you already are is already awakened, already conscious, already empowered,
and already eternally free. You are an infinite being, who will live forever. You are
connected to the greatest source of divine love you can imagine! You don't need
any method, teaching or person. Humans in Buddhism (Sanskrit manu?ya, Pali
manussa) are the subjects of an extensive commentarial literature that examines
the nature and qualities of a human life from the point of view of humans' ability to
achieve enlightenment. Thus, suffering is the result of the Immortal Man's falling in
love with His shadow and giving up Reality to dwell in the darkness of illusion; for,
being immortal, man has the power of the Seven Governors--also the Life, the
Light, and the Word-but being mortal, he is controlled by the Rings of the
Governors--Fate or Destiny. Awakening Your Light Body Keys to Enlightenment
Part 1 Building Your Power Base The Awakening Your Light Body courses offer a
unique path of spiritual awakening through experiential, progressive expansions of
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consciousness that assist you in directly knowing the truth of your being. When
the Earth was born, nine Light beings chose to serve it. Nine represents time
cycles the planet will go through. We are in the ninth now and although the end of
the planet is a long way off, it is a vital time of spiritual awakening.
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